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Abstract

26

At the beginning of the Medieval Climate Anomaly, in the ninth and tenth century, the medieval

27

eastern Roman empire, more usually known as Byzantium, was recovering from its early medieval

28

crisis and experiencing favourable climatic conditions for the agricultural and demographic growth.

29

Although in the Balkans and Anatolia such favourable climate conditions were prevalent during the

30

eleventh century, parts of the imperial territories were facing significant challenges as a result of

31

external political/military pressure. The apogee of medieval Byzantine socio-economic development,

32

around AD 1150, coincides with a period of adverse climatic conditions for its economy, so it

33

becomes obvious that the winter dryness and high climate variability at this time did not hinder

34

Byzantine society and economy from achieving that level of expansion. Soon after this peak, towards

35

the end of the twelfth century, the populations of the Byzantine world were experiencing unusual

36

climatic conditions with marked dryness and cooler phases. The weakened Byzantine socio-political

37

system must have contributed to the events leading to the fall of Constantinople in AD 1204 and the

38

sack of the city. The final collapse of the Byzantine political control over western Anatolia took place

39

half century later, thus contemporaneous with the strong cooling effect after a tropical volcanic

40

eruption in AD 1257.

41

We suggest that, regardless of a range of other influential factors, climate change was also an

42

important contributing factor to the socio-economic changes that took place in Byzantium during the

43

Medieval Climate Anomaly. Crucially, therefore, while the relatively sophisticated and complex

44

Byzantine society was certainly influenced by climatic conditions, and while it nevertheless displayed

45

a significant degree of resilience, external pressures as well as tensions within the Byzantine society

46

more broadly contributed to an increasing vulnerability in respect of climate impacts.

47

Our interdisciplinary analysis is based on all available sources of information on the climate and

48

society of Byzantium, that is textual (documentary), archaeological, environmental, climate and
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49

climate model-based evidence about the nature and extent of climate variability in the eastern

50

Mediterranean. The key challenge was, therefore, to assess the relative influence to be ascribed to

51

climate variability and change on the one hand, and on the other to the anthropogenic factors in the

52

evolution of Byzantine state and society (such as invasions, changes in international or regional

53

market demand and patterns of production and consumption, etc.). The focus of this interdisciplinary

54

study was to address the possible causal relationships between climatic and socio-economic change

55

and to assess the resilience of the Byzantine socio-economic system in the context of climate change

56

impacts.

57

Keywords: Medieval Climate Anomaly, Byzantine empire, climate impacts, society
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1 Introduction

60

The study of the impact of climate in the society and economy of the eastern Mediterranean and

61

more specifically the Byzantine world during the period known as the Medieval Climate Anomaly

62

(MCA, in this work AD 850-1300) is a challenging topic for scholars from several scientific disciplines.

63

This review aims to contribute to the identification of relationships between climatic and socio-

64

economic changes. The achievement of these aims required a detailed, interdisciplinary and

65

comparative analysis that took advantage of new evidence on medieval climate and society in

66

Byzantium and existing textual, archaeological, environmental, climatological and climate-model

67

based evidence. The hypotheses developed in this review offer guidance for future research on

68

climate impacts and societal responses in the eastern Mediterranean during medieval times.

69

Research on the climate of the Middle Ages intensified in the 1960s with the collection of historical

70

accounts by Lamb (1965), who documented an increase in the relative frequency of warm episodes,

71

primarily around the northern North Atlantic and increased cold season precipitation in Britain

72

during the medieval period. Lamb wrote first of a Medieval Warm Epoch and later of a Medieval

73

Warm Period ending at ca. AD 1300. A large number of studies on the temporal and regional

74

expression of the Medieval Warm Period for different parts of the world have followed since Lamb’s

75

pioneering work. A comprehensive review of these studies can be found in Hughes and Diaz (1994),

76

Diaz et al. (2011) and Graham et al. (2011). The term Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA) was later

77

introduced by Stine (1994), who sought an explanation for the century-long low stands of lakes in the

78

western North and South America. The subsequent adoption of the term Medieval Climate Anomaly

79

reflects the increased number of studies on the climate of the medieval times since Lamb’s

80

publication. New marine and terrestrial climate proxy records with high temporal and spatial

81

resolution, and detailed modelling studies allow for a more accurate and detailed research on the

82

MCA in different parts of the globe (e.g., Bradley et al. 2003, Goosse et al., 2006, Esper et al. 2007;

83

Mann et al., 2009, Graham et al., 2011, Ge et al., 2010, Guiot et al., 2010, Diaz et al., 2011, Goosse et
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84

al., 2012, Roberts et al. 2012; Guiot, 2012, Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013 and references therein,

85

PAGES 2k Consortium, 2013 and references therein, and Chen et al. 2015).

86

Based on continental-scale surface temperature reconstructions, the Fifth Assessment Report of the

87

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR5) concludes with high confidence that “multi-

88

decadal periods during the Medieval Climate Anomaly (950 to 1250) were in some regions as warm

89

as in the mid-twentieth century and in others as warm as in the late twentieth century” and that

90

“these regional warm periods were not as synchronous across regions as the warming since the mid-

91

twentieth century” (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013, pp. 386).

92

While a considerable body of terrestrial and marine palaeoclimatic information on the MCA is

93

available for the western and central Mediterranean, temporally high resolved records are scarce in

94

the eastern Mediterranean (Luterbacher et al., 2012 and references therein; Gogou et al., this

95

volume). The temporal coverage and resolution of the proxy records varies significantly, and they

96

reflect different climate signals (e.g., temperature, precipitation, drought, sea-level changes, pH,

97

seawater temperature, water-mass circulation and others). Palaeoclimate records show a seasonal

98

bias due to the physiological processes involved and their chronologies are often not well

99

constrained (Luterbacher et al., 2012). The low spatial density and heterogeneous distribution of the

100

proxy records and their archive-specific characteristics are still a major limitation for a

101

comprehensive characterization of the MCA in the global and regional scale and more specifically in

102

the eastern Mediterranean (e.g., Finné et al., 2011, Luterbacher et al., 2012, Kaniewski et al. 2012,

103

Roberts et al., 2012 and Bakker et al. 2013).

104

Palaeoclimate models enable studies of the driving dynamical mechanisms that could lead to thermal

105

or hydrological periods deviating from mean climate conditions and are caused, for example, by the

106

influence of the ocean on the adjacent continents or by changes in atmospheric circulation patterns.

107

Analysing palaeoclimate records and models together allows for the evaluation of past climate
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108

transitions and the assessment of forcing and feedback mechanisms. In return, climate model

109

simulations can contribute to the interpretation of potential causes of variations observed in the

110

palaeoclimate data. In this context, recent modelling studies have already indicated the very

111

heterogeneous patterns that prevailed during the MCA, related to i) different regions, ii) various

112

investigated climate models and iii) different timings and seasonality of the main phases of the MCA

113

(e.g., Graham et al., 2011 and Fernández-Donado et al., 2013, among others). In order to interpret

114

the spatial heterogeneity of the MCA climatic patterns, changes in external forcings (solar and

115

volcanic activity) as well as changes in the internal modes of climate variability (related to the

116

atmospheric circulation, such as Arctic Oscillation, North Atlantic Oscillation, or the coupled

117

atmosphere-ocean patterns, e.g., Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation) need to be taken into account,

118

especially on the sub-continental to regional scale (e.g., Goosse et al., 2006, Graham et al., 2011 and

119

Goosse et al., 2012). Moreover, compared to the subsequent period of the Little Ice Age, the

120

influence of strong and sustained changes in external forcings, such as great solar minima or large

121

tropical volcanic eruptions, are found to be rather small (e.g., Goosse et al. 2012, Euro_Med

122

Consortium, 2015). Regional climate model simulations (e.g., Gómez-Navarro et al., 2013) can be

123

used to investigate how the suite of external forcings might influence changes in the regional

124

climate. Such analysis is, however, complicated by various sources of uncertainty, including

125

uncertainties in the reconstruction of the external forcings, the coarse resolution of climate models,

126

and the parameterizations of certain processes due to simplifications used within the climate models

127

(Gómez-Navarro et al., 2013). Ensemble simulations, driven by the same forcing parameters and the

128

same climate model, enable the characterisation of the bandwidth of the internal climate anomalies

129

due to different trajectories, caused by the slightly different initial conditions, in the individual

130

ensemble members. The term “anomalies” is used here for deviations from a reference period, i.e.

131

with respect to the twentieth century or the period AD 1500–1850.
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132

In recent years efforts have been made to assimilate empirical information into climate models

133

(Widmann et al., 2010). To date this is however only achieved for Earth System Models of

134

Intermediate Complexity (Goosse et al., 2012) and only very few studies like Jones and Widmann

135

(2004) try to implement this into an atmosphere only general circulation model (GCM) to nudge the

136

Arctic Oscillation towards a specific state. A recent study by Matsikaris et al. (2015) uses an on-line

137

and off-line data assimilation of continental PAGES2k reconstructions for the Maunder Minimum.

138

Other approaches try to implement data assimilation for climate field reconstructions in the context

139

of pseudo proxy experiments (Steiger et al., 2014). One advantage of assimilated simulations is that

140

they carry some degree of information about the true climatic evolution given that the assimilated

141

proxy time series include sufficient climate-related (i.e., temperature or precipitation) variance.

142

Conventional free simulations like the ones used in this study allow investigations of the full

143

spectrum of different climate states given a certain set of external forcings. Also the comparison

144

between the GCM output and the proxy data can be carried out on an independent basis allowing a

145

more rigorous testing of the climate models.

146

Culturally and geo-politically the Byzantine empire was simply the reduced eastern part of the

147

Roman empire that continued in existence as a major political power after the disappearance of the

148

western parts of the empire during the second half of the fifth century. After the catastrophic events

149

that the Byzantine empire experienced in the later sixth and seventh centuries AD, including the loss

150

of the Levant (by AD 638), Egypt (by AD 642) and North Africa (by the AD 690s) to the Arabs, of most

151

of the Balkans to the Slavs and Avars (over a longer period, AD 580s to AD 640s), and of much of Italy

152

to the Lombards (from the AD 580s into the early eighth century), it struggled to survive in the face

153

of the Arab threat in particular (Haldon, 1997). From the early ninth century, however, a period of

154

relative internal political, fiscal and military stability set in. The Byzantine empire while reduced to a

155

rump of its former territories in the northern part of the eastern Mediterranean, was a stable and

156

expanding society with a thriving economy and complex political-cultural institutions, as well as a
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societal organisation among the most sophisticated achieved by pre-modern societies (Haldon,

158

1993). The Byzantines produced a considerable body of written and material evidence that permits

159

to investigate the potential societal impacts of climate variability for a period of prosperity of the

160

Byzantine empire between the ninth and twelfth century AD in close detail. The key dates for

161

medieval Byzantine history are presented in Table I.

162

The empire slowly consolidated its power over Anatolia and what is now Greece, a process that

163

accelerated in the second half of the ninth century after the accession of Basil I (AD 867-886) to the

164

throne. Basil was the founder of the so-called Macedonian dynasty, which ruled for more than 150

165

years until the middle of the eleventh century, during which period the empire achieved enormous

166

success in military terms, recovering many former eastern provinces and extending its borders to

167

take in Antioch (northern Syria) and Armenia. The empire achieved its largest territorial extent during

168

the years immediately following the death of Basil II (AD 976-1025, Cheynet, 2004a). It was also

169

during the period of dominance of this dynasty that the long process by which the social élite of the

170

empire transformed into an aristocracy was completed. Of a predominantly military character, its

171

power rivalled that of the central government and court, although it was seldom united in opposition

172

(Cheynet, 2000; Haldon 2009a). A period of internal political conflict set in during the AD 1030s,

173

exacerbated by fiscal problems, factional conflict within the élite, and new military pressures on

174

several fronts from the Normans in the west, Pecheneg nomads in the Balkans, and the Seljuk Turks

175

in eastern Anatolia. The defeat at Mantzikert in AD 1071 proved to be a turning point, less because it

176

led directly to Turkish conquest, but rather because it immediately sparked a civil war that effectively

177

destroyed the eastern Roman military and political cohesion and resistance. Alexios I Komnenos (AD

178

1081-1118) was able to stabilize and begin to reverse the situation, notably through effective military

179

and diplomatic action as well as through a series of fiscal and administrative reforms. The rule of his

180

successors from the dynasty of the Komnenoi was initially successful, ensuring a period of peace and

181

stability, at least in Greece and the wider Aegean region. While the empire reached a political nadir
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182

by the AD 1080s, a remarkable recovery followed, culminating in the middle of the twelfth century

183

under the emperor Manuel I (AD 1143-1180), before a final collapse led to the sack of Constantinople

184

in AD 1204 and the establishment of a Latin empire (see Table I for further details). Even though the

185

Byzantines managed to reconquer their capital in AD 1261, they did not succeed in reviving the

186

empire in its pre- AD 1204 shape. Most of the evidence on economic performance and societal

187

change in Byzantium comes from the Aegean and the neighbouring regions of Bulgaria and western

188

Anatolia (Koder, 1984; Laiou et al. 2002; Laiou and Morrisson 2007 and Sections 2 and 3 below) that

189

also form the geographical focus of this review (Fig. 1). The chronological scope of this work, ca. AD

190

850-1300, begins with the recovery of the Byzantine state and economy after the early medieval

191

crisis noted above (Haldon 1997; Haldon et al. 2014; general surveys of the relevant periods in

192

Jeffreys, Haldon et al. 2008) and ends with the period that followed the fall of Constantinople, the

193

imperial capital, in AD 1204 to the Latin armies of the Fourth Crusade. In this work, MCA coincides

194

very broadly with the middle Byzantine period (ca. AD 800-ca. 1200, as currently defined in the

195

archaeological literature) and the beginning of the climate models simulations.

196

Table I. Key dates in the history of Byzantium, AD 800-1300

Year AD
838
867–886
962–965
972-975
976-1025
1071
1081-1118
1204
1261

Key events and reigns
Sack of Amorion (central Anatolia), the last of the serious Byzantine defeats at the
hands of the Arabs
Basil I, founder of the Macedonian dynasty and the initiator of a major legal reform
Cilicia conquered by Nicephorus II
Byzantines invaded Syria and Palestine under the command of the emperor John I
Tzimiskes
Basil II, conquest of Armenia and Bulgaria, the height of the Byzantine political power
The Seljuk Turks defeat the Byzantines at Mantzikert, civil war leading to loss of much
of Anatolia
Alexios I Komnenos; reconquest of most of Western Anatolia; political stability regained
The Fourth Crusade and the fall of Constantinople to the Latins; political disintegration
of the empire
Byzantines from Nicaea recaptured Constantinople under Michael VIII Palaiologos

197

198

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces potential climate impacts on Byzantine

199

society and economy and is followed by Section 3 and the elaboration of the quantitative data on the
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200

economic performance of the middle Byzantine period. In Section 4, recent climatic conditions of the

201

study area are briefly presented, with the aim of providing information on the spatial climate

202

variability of the northern part of the eastern Mediterranean together with palaeoclimate records

203

and model simulations, so that the medieval climate at the regional scale can be assessed in

204

comparison with historical and archaeological information. Finally, hypotheses about potential

205

impacts of climate variability during the medieval times on Byzantine society are discussed in an

206

interdisciplinary analysis.

209

2 Potential impact of climate and its
variability on the Byzantine state and
economy during medieval times

210

Byzantium was primarily dependent on agriculture (Harvey, 1989; Kaplan 1992; Lefort 2002) and

211

therefore vulnerable to fluctuations in climatic conditions. Consequently, the analysis carried out in

212

the next sections focuses on agricultural production during the middle Byzantine period. Table II

213

presents the most important Byzantine crops. These crops either formed a substantial portion of the

214

diet (cereals) of the Byzantines or functioned as primary traded goods (e.g., vine, olive). Byzantine

215

and modern agronomic literature provide information on key seasons and weather conditions for

216

agricultural production. The most relevant key seasons for the cultivation, harvest volume, and

217

quality of the crops are considered in the proxy- and model-based analysis for the medieval period in

218

Section 4.

219
220
221

Table II. Important crops for the Byzantines. Key seasons and threatening weather conditions and their role in society.
Information derived from: Psellus, Peri georgikon, ed. Boissonade, 1829; Geoponica, ed. Beckh, 1985; Harvey, 1989;
Kaplan, 1992; Tous and Ferguson, 1996; Bourbou et al., 2011; see the following paragraphs for a full discussion.

207
208

Crop

Cereals

Key
season

Weather
conditions
ensuring good
harvest
November- Regular,

Threatening
weather
conditions

Role in society

Impact of
adverse climate
conditions

Prolonged

Basis of diet (40-

Subsistence
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(wheat, April
barley) (Aegean
and Black
Sea
regions);
May-June
(central
Anatolia)
Vine
AprilSeptember

adequate spring
rainfall; soil
moisture
recharge during
winter (snow
melt) in dry
farming areas

winter, spring
drought, early
summer heat
stress

50% annual
calorie intake)

crisis, social
instability

Sunny summers

Spring hoar
frost; summer
heat; late
summer rain

Local- or
regional-scale
economic crisis

Olive

Dry climate;
adequate spring
rainfall

Prolonged frost
in winter (below
-10° C)

Wine widely
traded; local,
regional
specialisation in
vine cultivation
Olive oil
consumption by
all strata of
society; local,
regional
specialisation

AprilDecember

Local- or
regional-scale
economic crisis

222

2.1 Cereal cultivation

223

The key cereals in Byzantine agriculture were wheat and barley, although rye and millet were also

224

cultivated. Cereals were one of the major elements of the agricultural regime and any larger‐scale

225

expansion of rural settlement necessarily involved their cultivation (Stathakopoulos, 2004) as they

226

provided 40-50% of the annual calorific intake of a typical Byzantine diet (Kaplan, 1992, pp. 25–32;

227

Bourbou et al., 2011). Poor cereal harvests - especially when repeated within a short period of time -

228

could lead to subsistence crises on a regional or even larger scale. In such contexts, the state would

229

draw less tax income from agricultural produce and such cases were sometimes associated with

230

social upheaval accompanying food shortage.

231

Byzantine textual sources emphasise the importance of regular rainfall from November until April for

232

cereal farming, and in particular of the late autumn rains (Psellus, Peri georgikon, ed. Boissonade,

233

1829, and Geoponica, ed. Beckh, 1985, I 5; cf. Teall, 1971 on Geoponica). Cereal fields were usually

234

harvested in June or July (Kaplan, 1992, pp. 56–61). Yields were dependent on adequate rain during

235

the spring growing season as well on weather conditions during the sowing in autumn. Wet and
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236

warm conditions before the oncoming winter would be effective for the seed germination and good

237

vernalisation (Geoponica, ed. Beckh, 1985,II 14).

238

2.2 Vine and olive cultivation

239

Wine was popular among all strata of Byzantine society, widely traded and probably the most

240

attractive cash crop during the Middle Ages. Little is known in detail of the operation and daily

241

management of such estates, although evidence from magnate wills, from later monastic archives,

242

especially for the period from the eleventh century on, and occasional references to matters of

243

estate management in letters give some indication (Frankopan 2009 and relevant sections in Laiou

244

2002 and Morrisson and Laiou 2007). Entire estates, villages or even small regions specialised in wine

245

production (Harvey, 1989, pp. 146–147 and Kaplan, 1992, pp. 69–73). Representing only 5-10% of

246

the total calorific input, a bad grape harvest could not lead to a subsistence crisis. On a shorter time

247

scale (i.e., 3-5 years), however, poor grape harvests could affect an estate owner, a farmer or a

248

region that relied economically on wine production. Recurring poor harvests, over a longer period of

249

time (i.e., 10 years) and over a wider region could lead to a significant transformation of the

250

agricultural regime, pressure on the social structure of a region, and likely to economic decline.

251

Byzantine farmers were fully aware of the importance of climatic conditions for the cultivation of

252

vine, in particular of the role that sunshine in combination with moderate temperatures had in

253

achieving a good harvest (e.g., Geoponica, ed. Beckh, 1895, V 4, VII 1). A major threat that could lead

254

to a complete loss of the annual grape harvest was the occurrence of hoar frost late in the spring.

255

Other factors that influenced harvest outcomes included the excessive summer heat and the late

256

summer rain that affect grapes and consequently the quality of wine (Geoponica, ed. Beckh, 1895, V

257

36 and 43,3).

258

Like wine, olive oil was an important element of the Byzantine diet, and it had some share in the total

259

calorific input. It was also traded on a relatively large scale and estates or villages often specialised in

260

olive cultivation (Lefort, 2002; Mitchell, 2005). According to documentary evidence, olives grow best
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in a dry climate (Geoponica, ed. Beckh, 1895, IX 3). Interestingly, information on unfavourable

262

weather conditions for olive cultivation is found only in Byzantine narrative sources (Telelis, 2008),

263

but not in the agronomic literature. A prolonged period of temperatures below -10° C can, however,

264

substantially damage olive trees (Tous and Ferguson, 1996). But it is likely that such conditions were

265

not considered as a major threat to regions where the olive was grown, and that their perceived

266

frequency was much lower than weather events that were dangerous to viticulture.

267

2.3 Weather variability, agricultural output and tax income

268

The tax income of the Byzantine state was directly linked to agricultural output on a medium-term

269

basis (decades). Several taxes were calculated according to the size of households, or the number of

270

animals owned by a taxpayer. However, the key source of the state's income was the land tax which

271

was calculated on the basis of the soil quality and the type of cultivated crop (Harvey, 1989, pp. 102–

272

113 and Oikonomidès, 1996, pp. 42–121). In the ninth century AD, this tax provided the greater part

273

of the state's income (Morrisson, 1991, Oikonomidès, 1996, pp. 24–41). A single year or a sequence

274

of very bad years could result in difficulties for taxpayers and, consequently, social tensions and a

275

reduction in fiscal income. The state sometimes acknowledged such unusually low annual or multi-

276

annual yields, and the resultant inability of the taxpayers to pay their dues, or even the malnutrition

277

and hunger of the peasants. In such cases, substantial tax exemptions could be granted, such as

278

during the great famine of AD 928 (Kaplan, 1992, pp. 461–462; Morris 1976). In addition, from the

279

tenth century AD the state progressively became the largest secular estate owner and, along with the

280

church, organised directly the cultivation of its own lands (Oikonomidès, 1991), thus becoming itself

281

directly vulnerable to lower yields.
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3 Evidence on the economic performance of
Byzantium (AD 850-1300)

284

The economic history of Byzantium during the MCA can be studied making use of a wide range of

285

evidence (Fig. 1, Table III). Historical (textual) sources contain qualitative information about long-

286

term changes of the economic situation. Quantitative data originate from archaeological and

287

palaeoenvironmental research conducted on specific sites in the Balkans and Anatolia (Fig. 1).

288

Archaeological field surveys and excavation data provide information on i) numbers and values of

289

coins found on sites and ii) numbers of sites per period within a surveyed region. In this way,

290

archaeology offers direct data on the changes in the intensity of monetary exchange that took place

291

in the cities and in the density of settlements in the countryside.

282

292
293
294

Fig. 1. Sites and regions providing evidence on the performance of the medieval Byzantine economy. Locations of proxy
records, study sub-regions. Area considered for the climate models analysis.
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Table III. Types of evidence available for the study of Byzantium's economic performance

Type of evidence

Phenomena recorded

Historical - narrative

taxation system, social
relations, long-term
economic situation
Historical - archival
population, cultivated
lands, agricultural
production structure,
scale
Archaeological monetary circulation on a
coin finds
given site/region
Archaeological regional, settlement
sites numbers
intensity, population
levels (indirectly),
cultivation scale
Palaeoenvironmental regional, relative changes
- palynology
of anthropogenic plants

Economical Character of
relation
information
usually
qualitative
indirect

Chronological
precision
approximate,
long-term
(100-300 yrs)
ca. 10-50 yrs
when
quantified

often
direct

qualitative &
quantitative

direct

quantitative

rather
indirect

quantitative

regnal periods,
ca. 10-40 yrs
100-300 yrs

direct

quantitative

100-200 yrs

296

297

Among the palaeoenvironmental evidence, pollen records from different parts of the medieval

298

Byzantine world are the most important source of information about local and regional agricultural

299

activity. Changes in the proportions of pollen of anthropogenic plants, such as cereals, vine, and

300

olive, provide information about the vegetation structure of a given area in the past and thus can be

301

used as some indication of the scale of the agricultural activity around a given site (Eastwood, 2006;

302

Bottema and Woldring, 1990), in addition to the climate information that the pollen data also

303

contain (e.g., Barboni et al., 2004, Brewer et al., 2007, Li et al., 2008, Luterbacher et al., 2012 and

304

references therein and Kaniewski et al., 2013, 2014).

305

All these data provide information about phenomena within the medieval Byzantine economy

306

(monetary exchange, demographic growth, agricultural activity), but they do this in different ways

307

and, most importantly, with different temporal resolutions. Textual evidence on economic activity

308

gives only a very approximate impression of the economic trends and, consequently, only longer-

309

term developments can be considered. Coins are dated either by the regnal years or, at a much lower

310

resolution, by the reigns of individual emperors. Such data has a temporal resolution of
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approximately 50 years, as is visible in Fig. 2. Data on rural settlements are based on the chronologies

312

of pottery that do not usually allow a temporal span of less than a century, and remain controversial

313

(Vroom, 2005). Finally, the pollen data we use here are often characterised by a relatively low

314

temporal resolution, except for the rare cases of annually-laminated sediments which can be directly

315

compared with specific historical events (e.g., England et al., 2008). This is due to the rather limited

316

number of radiocarbon dates and low sampling resolution in the case of most of the pollen profiles

317

from our study area (Luterbacher et al., 2012 and references therein; Izdebski et al., 2015).

318

3.1 Historical evidence: changes in the general economic situation

319

Hendy (1970; 1989) was the first who suggested that the eleventh-twelfth century constituted a

320

climax in the economic history of Byzantium. Harvey (1989) further demonstrated the increase in the

321

monetisation of the Byzantine economy during the tenth to the twelfth century. This development is

322

also evident in the growing complexity of the monetary system and the new smaller denominations

323

that facilitated the use of money also for everyday transactions and indicate clearly a governmental

324

awareness of the market function of the coinage (Harvey, 1989, p. 89, Hendy, 1970, Morrisson, 1976,

325

1991, 2002). Harvey (1989) also argued that the changes in the way that tax was collected and the

326

increase in the amount of collected taxes were possible only if the Byzantine economy was

327

expanding (Harvey, 1989, pp. 90–102). Moreover, the Byzantine state in the period ca. AD 1000-ca.

328

1200 was relatively rich when compared to previous centuries (Morrisson, 1991). Finally, the period

329

from the tenth to the twelfth and possibly even the fourteenth century was characterised by

330

continuous demographic growth in the Byzantine Balkans and Anatolia (Harvey, 1989). Documents

331

also suggest that the total cultivated area on these estates was steadily expanding throughout the

332

tenth to twelfth century (Harvey, 1989, pp. 47–58). Harvey's hypotheses regarding the demographic

333

history of Byzantium were supported by Lefort (1985, 1991) and his studies on Macedonia from the

334

tenth to the fourteenth century.
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3.2 Archaeological data: regional demographic and economic histories

336

3.2.1 On-site coin finds: the monetary circulation

337

The analysis of the frequency of coins per year from securely-dateable archaeological contexts

338

(Metcalf, 1960 and Morisson, 1991, 2001, 2002) is considered to represent the intensity of monetary

339

circulation that was taking place on a given site. The circulation period of each coin can be assumed

340

to be around two to three decades and is based on the regnal years of the emperor who issued the

341

coin (Morrisson, 1991, pp. 299–301). Furthermore, changes in the frequency of coin finds per year

342

are one indicator of the degree of expansion and contraction in the local economy, and it is

343

important to note that coin finds from archaeological or survey contexts are almost exclusively of the

344

bronze coinage, i.e., the lowest denominations, those used in everyday transactions (Harvey, 1989,

345

pp. 86–87). It is, therefore, possible to make temporal connections between on the one hand the

346

expansion and contraction of monetary exchange in a given region based on the incidence of

347

numismatic material from urban sites (Fig. 1), and on the other the political, social and potential

348

climatic impacts. Fig. 2 presents the changes in monetary circulation in different parts of Byzantium.

349

The intensity of monetary exchange increased from the ninth century in southern Greece and

350

western Bulgaria, while a considerable delay is evident for western Anatolia (Fig. 2). A decrease in

351

monetary circulation after AD 1081 is characteristic for almost the entire empire. The second half of

352

the twelfth century is a period of renewed expansion of monetary exchange everywhere across the

353

Byzantine world, whereas a period of substantial contraction starts after AD 1200. At the same time,

354

eastern Bulgaria shows a contrasting positive trend in the thirteenth century (Fig. 2) and it forms the

355

core of the flourishing Second Bulgarian empire (Ritter, 2013). A contraction of monetary circulation

356

is observable on sites associated with the Byzantine economic exchange system, which underwent

357

deep fragmentation after AD 1204 (Laiou and Morrisson, 2007, pp. 166–230).
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Fig. 2. Changes in monetary circulation on urban sites in selected regions of the Byzantine empire (AD 850-1300).
The diagram presents regional averages of normalised frequencies of coin finds per year divided into periods determined
by regnal years in excavations from each region. Southern Greece: Athens and Corinth (Morrisson, 1991); Western
Anatolia: Aphrodisias, Ephesus, Pergamum and Priene (Morrisson, 1991, 2002: Fig. 6.1); Eastern Bulgaria: Preslav and
Tyrnovo (Morrisson, 2002: Figs. 6.12, 6.13); Western Bulgaria: Pernik (Morrisson, 2002: Fig. 6.11). Values were
transposed into positive numbers by subtracting the minimal average value in each region from the average values of all
periods (the earliest period, AD 811-886, was characterised by the minimal value).

366

3.2.2 Field surveys: changes in settlement intensity

367

Regional surveys, in particular intensive ones that involve field walking, provide quantitative

368

information about the intensity of rural settlement within the surveyed area. Such data more or less

369

directly represent the number of sites that were inhabited within the surveyed region at a given

370

period. Importantly, the periods vary from one survey to another, and the chronological precision of

371

an archaeological survey depends on its ability to deal with the medieval ceramic finds, which

372

provide the basis for the dating of site occupancy. Thus, there are several surveys which do not

373

differentiate between the different sub-periods within the Middle Ages (such as early or late

374

medieval periods, e.g., Davis et al., 1997 and Koukoulis, 1997) or where their period definitions are

375

too broad to provide valuable information about the changes in the economy or demography of a

376

particular region Byzantine society throughout its history (e.g., Tartaron et al., 2006). Only three
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surveys, two focused on the eastern Peloponnese (Hahn, 1996 and Armstrong, 2002) and one on the

378

central Greek region of Boeotia (Vionis, 2008), provide quantitative information on how the regional

379

rural settlement expanded and contracted throughout the middle Byzantine period (Fig. 3).

380
381
382
383
384

Fig. 3. Changes in settlement density in central and southern Greece/Peloponnese according to archaeological survey
evidence. Increased site density reflects higher population numbers and more intensive land use in the surveyed area.
Laconia: southeastern Peloponnese (Armstrong, 2002); Berbati-Limnes: northeastern Peloponnese (Hahn, 1996);
Boeotia: central Greece (Vionis, 2008: Fig. 13).

385

The agricultural and settlement growth that started in the tenth, and possibly from the second half of

386

the ninth century, continued without major interruption until it culminated in southern

387

Greece/Peloponnese in the twelfth-thirteenth century. Interestingly, from the thirteenth century

388

onwards the southern and northern parts of Greece seem to have experienced different trajectories

389

of demographic and economic change (Figs. 3 and 4). The decline in southern Greece/Peloponnese

390

appears to have started already in the thirteenth century (Fig. 3), whereas in eastern Macedonia, the

391

population levels decreased only from the second half of the fourteenth century (Fig. 4).

392

Unfortunately, to date, there is no evidence of this kind from Anatolia. While the picture is slowly

393

changing, archaeological surveys conducted in Turkey have often been either uninterested in the
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medieval Byzantine period or have used period definitions that are too broad to be informative (e.g.,

395

Vanhaverbeke and Waelkens, 2003 and Matthews et al., 2009). Nevertheless, there are a few studies

396

suggesting that at least in some parts of Anatolia there did exist at least a flourishing middle

397

Byzantine countryside. These data come from Galatia (central Anatolia, Anderson, 2008), Lycia (SW

398

Anatolia, Kolb, 2008), and Milesia (Aegean coast, Müller-Wiener, 1961 and Lohmann, 1995).

399
400
401
402

Fig. 4. Relative changes in population numbers in eastern Macedonia (Fig. 1) as compared to the early twelfth century
population levels. Source: Lefort (1991: Tables 1, 2, 4).

403

3.2.3 Palynological data: trends in agricultural production

404

The use of palynological data for the study of economic and social Byzantine history has increasingly

405

attracted the interest of historians of Byzantium (Haldon, 2007 and Izdebski, 2013). Pollen sites are

406

located in most regions of the Byzantine world, in Greece, Bulgaria and in several parts of Anatolia

407

(Fig. 1). An important case study is the annually laminated Nar Gölü Lake that is located in central

408

Anatolia (England et al., 2008). Up to the present, almost 40 sites in the Balkans and Anatolia have

409

been discovered to have pollen samples that offer data pertaining to the Middle Ages (Izdebski, in

410

press). Izdebski et al. (2015) synthesised this corpus of palynological evidence and provided

411

regionally-weighted averages of the proportion of individual pollen taxa in the pollen sum of

412

subsequent samples for selected regions in the Balkans and Anatolia (details on the applied method
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413

can be found in Izdebski et al., 2014). This approach permits the assessment of long-term changes in

414

the vegetation structure of the Byzantine Balkans and Anatolia, from which we can infer trends in the

415

agricultural activity in each of the regions studied. In this review, we present only the regional

416

averages for cereal pollen from selected areas (Fig. 5). The curves presented here include Cerealia-

417

type pollen as well as Triticum, Secale, Hordeum and Avena in the rare cases of those sites where

418

their data distinguish between these pollen types. This means that, to some extent, our curve may

419

also reflect pollen of wild grasses whose pollen grains are similar to those of cereals. Nevertheless, in

420

the case of a comparatively complex socio-economic system such as that of the Byzantine empire

421

this problem does not distort the relatively accurate picture of agricultural trends one can obtain

422

from the regional pollen averages (Izdebski et al. 2014; 2015).

423

Based on the available data, agricultural expansion in the medieval Byzantine world has started in

424

southwestern Anatolia around AD 850. At a slower and nearly synchronous pace the process began

425

in Inland Pontus. In the Balkans, expansion of cereal cultivation is visible in central Greece and

426

eastern Bulgaria after ca. AD 900, while in the highlands of western Macedonia (Fig. 5) the growth

427

began as late as ca. AD 1100. Whereas agricultural growth in the Balkans continued until AD 1300, in

428

Anatolia an agricultural decline set in after ca. AD 1050/1100. These dates are estimates, as they

429

depend on the age-depth models of individual sites, which for the last two millennia are usually

430

based on 2-3 radiocarbon dates (Izdebski et al., 2015; for further discussion of the chronological

431

issues, see Izdebski et al., 2014).
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434

Fig. 5. Relative average proportions of cereal pollen in selected regions of the Balkans and Anatolia. Annual values have
been standardised with respect to the period AD 800-1300. Source: Izdebski et al. (2015).

435

4 Climate

436

4.1 Climatology of the Byzantine lands

437

The Byzantine empire lies in a transitional zone, the greater Mediterranean Basin, between the

438

deserts of North Africa and the Middle East, and central and northern Europe. The area is influenced

439

by both subtropical and mid-latitude processes, as well as by large scale mechanisms acting upon the

440

global climate system (Xoplaki et al., 2003 and Ulbrich et al., 2012 and references therein). In

441

combination with the complex topography and the Mediterranean Sea, which is an important source

442

of energy and moisture, this leads to the existence of a variety of climate zones across a relatively

443

small area.

444

Two key seasons (October to March and April to September) relevant to the main Byzantine crops

445

are analysed in this section (see Section 2). The extended winter (October to March) coincides with

446

the Mediterranean wet season and especially for the eastern basin it contributes the greater part of

447

the annual precipitation totals (from 50% to over 90%, Xoplaki et al., 2004 and references therein).

448

The spatial pattern and standard deviation of temperature and precipitation over the medieval
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449

Byzantine lands are presented for extended winter and summer for the reference period 1951-1980,

450

together with their temporal variability since the mid-twentieth century (1951-2014), in Figs. 6 and 7,

451

respectively. The two half-year seasonal temperature and precipitation trends have been assessed

452

and tested for statistical significance using the non-parametric Theil-Sen estimator (Sen, 1968) and

453

the Mann-Kendall test (Mann, 1945 and Kendall, 1975). The land-only E-OBS analyses v10.0 (Haylock

454

et al., 2008, updated) on a 0.25° horizontal spatial resolution is used. Anomalies are based on the

455

reference period 1951-1980 for both variables.

456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463

Fig. 6. Extended winter (October to March) mean climate in the medieval Byzantine lands. (a) Mean winter temperature
field (°C, over the period 1951-1980) and temporal changes during the period 1951-2014 (deviations from the 1951-1980
winter mean). (b) Mean winter precipitation amount field (mm, over the period 1951-1980) and temporal changes during
1951-2014 (deviations from the 1951-1980 winter mean). Black contours represent the standard deviation for each
variable for the period 1951-1980. Data stem from daily E-OBS analyses v10.0 with 0.25°x0.25° spatial resolution
(Haylock et al., 2008, updated). Anomalies (deviations) and standard deviation are calculated with respect to the 19511980 reference period.

464

A temperature gradient between coastal and inland areas characterises the study region (Fig. 6), with

465

lower values (3-9 °C) being not only a function of the more northern latitude but also reflecting the

466

complex orography (altitude). Mean extended winter temperatures below 3 °C or even below
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freezing point are only found at higher altitudes. The largest variability in terms of standard deviation

468

can be found over the northeastern part of the study area and central Turkey.

469

During the period 1951-2014, the extended winter temperature displays a relatively high variability

470

with an upward trend (though not statistically significant) during the second half of the period

471

studied. During the wet season (extended winter), the precipitation pattern (Fig. 6) shows a high

472

spatial variability. The western coasts of Greece and Turkey receive more than half-meter rainfall

473

amounts and show the highest temporal variability, while much lower totals are observed over the

474

rainshadow areas, the leeward side of the mountains over eastern Greece and central Anatolia. High

475

variability in October to March precipitation can be also seen during the recent past decades, in spite

476

of the observed drying of the area (see also Xoplaki et al., 2004, Toreti, 2010 and Toreti et al., 2010).

477

The decreasing trend of extended winter precipitation of -10 mm/decade is statistically significant (p-

478

value less than 0.01).

479

The coastal areas-inland temperature gradient is evident also during the extended summer season

480

(Fig. 7) and is strongly influenced by the orography. Mean temperatures range from 9° to over 23 °C.

481

April to September temperature generally shows smaller temporal variation compared with the cool

482

season. The highest variability (1 °C) is found again for the north-eastern part of the eastern

483

Mediterranean. Statistically significant summer warming trends (0.13 °C/decade) over the last

484

decades (Fig. 7), as well as temperature extremes and heat waves have been reported for the area

485

(Kuglitsch et al., 2010 and Ulbrich et al., 2012). It should, however, be noted that the time series has

486

a change point in 1983. Lower rainfall amounts characterise the warm season (Fig. 7), as well as a

487

smaller temporal variability. During the warmest months (June to August), precipitation amounts

488

largely reflect convective activity connected with thunderstorms. The temperature and precipitation

489

patterns during both extended winter and summer show high spatial and temporal variability, which

490

is characteristic for the area and thus suggest the complexity of the impacts that might be connected

491

to changes in climate conditions.
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493

Fig. 7. As Fig.6 but for extended summer April to September.

494

4.2 Palaeoclimate evidence for the medieval Byzantine region

495

4.2.1 Documentary, textual evidence

496

Literary palaeoclimatic evidence from Byzantine texts remained rather unexplored for palaeoclimate

497

research until the early 2000s (Telelis, 2004). Early works of “weather compilations” such as Hennig

498

(1904), Easton (1928) and Weikinn (1958) did, however, include citations of accounts from some

499

scattered Byzantine sources. But the need for a more comprehensive and systematic collection and

500

analysis of information from Byzantine texts that could be relevant to climate in the past was

501

emphasised by Croke (1990) as well as Chrysos (Telelis and Chrysos, 1992).

502

Telelis (2000, 2004, 2005 and 2008) presented a catalogue of textual palaeoclimate evidence derived

503

from a wide variety of Byzantine sources, along with a detailed analysis of the methodological issues

504

accompanying the use of such data. The advantages of these data are their high temporal resolution,

505

the disentanglement of the temperature and precipitation, the coverage of all months of the year,

506

and the high sensitivity to anomalies and natural hazards (Xoplaki et al., 2001). However, descriptive
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507

textual proxy data are usually discontinuous and heterogeneous, while various socio-cultural

508

parameters may affect the perception of the observers and add a bias to the inclusion or exclusion of

509

climatological information in the texts (Pfister et al., 1994, Brázdil et al., 2005 and Telelis, 2005,

510

2008). Furthermore, despite the wealth of the Byzantine literary tradition, climate-related accounts

511

from Byzantine sources are rare (Telelis, 2008). Both the narrative content of palaeoclimate

512

information, and its qualitative character do not allow the application of sophisticated statistical

513

methods or the deduction of monthly indices of temperature/rainfall (e.g., Brázdil et al., 2005 and

514

references therein) for medieval palaeoclimatic reconstructions (Telelis, 2008).

515

The data collection by Telelis (2004, 2008) is presented with a spatial distribution of each 50 year

516

sub-period within the MCA. Fig. 8 shows the historical-climatological information from the Byzantine

517

sources with monthly, seasonal and annual resolution for the corresponding locations and years.

518

Information with a higher temporal resolution is disregarded, while conventional seasons (winter:

519

December to February, spring: March to May, summer: June to August, autumn: October to

520

November) are used. Most of the information corresponds to extreme climatic conditions, with few

521

exceptions referring to “normal” or “mild” conditions. Furthermore, a higher concentration of the

522

Byzantine sources is evident for Constantinople and the adjacent areas.

523

Most of the historical-climatological information from Byzantine sources reports a higher frequency

524

of cold or extremely cold months / seasons for the periods AD 901-950, AD 1051-1100 and AD 1251-

525

1300. Very warm events are rare in the collected data, with two records for each of the periods of AD

526

851-900 and AD 951-1000. A larger number of rainy periods is reported for AD 951-1000 and AD

527

1051-1100, while a higher frequency of drought events are found during AD 1001-1050 and AD 1051-

528

1100. A sequence of drought periods is reported for Constantinople and adjacent areas in AD 1025-

529

1040 (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of documentary/textual historical-climatological data from Byzantine sources collected by Telelis (2000, 2008). Each plot corresponds to a 50-year period, except
for the last MCA century, AD 1201-1300, due to information availability. Events with monthly, seasonal and annual duration are presented. The symbols background colours denote their
temporal resolution.
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534

4.2.2 Natural proxies

535

The number of records providing detailed information on climatic fluctuations during the period ca.

536

AD 850-1300 in the eastern Mediterranean is small (Fig. 1). Precisely-dated and highly-resolved (<10

537

years) records are needed to identify key regional patterns of climatic anomalies during medieval

538

times and their differences to the twentieth century (Diaz et al., 2011, ; Euro_Med Consortium,

539

2015). Moreover, high spatially and temporally resolved multi-proxies are required to constrain the

540

temporal and spatial variability of the medieval climate. Furthermore, multi-proxies in combination

541

with model simulations allow the establishment of links between climate variability and societal

542

changes in Byzantium.

543

A high resolution sediment multicore M2, retrieved in 2010 from the northern Aegean Sea (Athos

544

basin, 40° 05.15’ N, 24° 32.68’ E, Fig. 1) provides detailed information on annual sea surface

545

temperatures (SSTs, Fig. 9; Gogou et al., this volume). SSTs show an increase (up to 18.5 °C) from the

546

beginning of the MCA until AD 900. A negative shift in SST values is observed around AD 1050 to

547

1100 (of ~0.4 °C) that could be associated with cool spells (Gogou et al. this volume). Tree rings from

548

the Aegean (Griggs et al., 2007; Fig. 9) provide the most precisely-dated quantitative records of

549

annually resolved May-June precipitation reconstructions for north-eastern Greece and north-

550

western Turkey (39 – 42° N, 22 – 37° E). They show characteristic changes in late spring-early

551

summer precipitation. Higher precipitation variability is reported between AD 1100 and 1200 with

552

wetter conditions in the first half of the twelfth century followed by drier conditions after AD 1150

553

(Griggs et al., 2007; Fig. 9). These findings are in agreement with recent tree ring based summer PDSI

554

reconstructions by Cook et al. (2015a) and Cook et al. (2015b).

555

Three Uranium-series dated stalagmite stable isotope records from Uzuntarla Cave (Thrace, 41° 35’

556

N, 27° 56’ E), Sofular Cave (Paphlagonia, 41° 25’ N, 31° 57’ E) and Kocain Cave (Lycia, 37° 13’ N, 30°

557

42’ E, Fig. 1) display marked variations in their δ13C-profiles, which are interpreted to reflect

558

variations in effective moisture and consequently precipitation (Göktürk et al., 2011). However, all
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559

stalagmite isotope profiles show a markedly different pattern, as the caves are located in different

560

climatic zones. Uzuntarla Cave is located in the temperate Marmara transition zone (Mediterranean

561

to Black Sea), Sofular Cave lies in the Black Sea and Kocain Cave in the Mediterranean climatic zone

562

(climatic zones as defined by Türkeş, 1996). Negative δ13C values of around -10.6 ‰ (VPDB) from

563

Uzuntarla Cave indicate a rather long and fairly stable period lasting from around AD 800 to 1100 of

564

enhanced precipitation and higher effective moisture. The rather abrupt increase in δ13C values

565

between AD 1100 and 1230 suggests a drop in precipitation. The Sofular Cave δ13C record, however,

566

suggests an increase in local precipitation at around AD 1000 and high effective moisture until at

567

least AD 1300, whereas a fairly short-lived period of slightly lower precipitation (more positive δ13C

568

values) is centred at around AD 1200. The Kocain Cave δ13C record from south-western Turkey is

569

considered to reflect variations in snow cover and more effective recharge of the aquifer above the

570

cave at times of enhanced snow cover (Göktürk, 2011). More negative δ13C values indicate increased

571

snow cover during cold winters. In contrast to the Uzuntarla and Sofular Cave records, distinct long-

572

term trends are not evident in the Kocain Cave δ13C record. Very low δ13C values occur between ca.

573

AD 1000 and ca. AD 1100 and suggest that this period was characterised by rather cold winters and

574

enhanced snow cover. Interestingly, these rather colder winter temperatures in the Kocain Cave

575

record are contemporaneous with a drop of around 0.4 °C in north Aegean SSTs (M2).

576

Two lake records from central Anatolia, the Nar Gölü oxygen isotope record (δ18O) (Jones et al.,

577

2006) and the Tecer Lake Aragonite record (Kuzucuoğlu et al., 2011), reflect variations in the

578

precipitation/evaporation balance of the lakes and are therefore influenced by the amount of

579

precipitation in winter and spring and evaporation rates in summer. Between ca. AD 850 and ca. AD

580

1000 both lake records suggest either a steady reduction in evaporation rates or an increase in

581

precipitation, although the latter factor appears to be more likely. The almost annually-resolved Nar

582

Gölü δ18O record shows evidence for increased humidity (more negative δ18O values) until at least AD

583

1100. In the twelfth century, increasing Nar Gölü δ18O values indicate increasing aridification, a trend
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584

that is also evident in the Sofular Cave and Uzuntarla Cave δ13C records (Fig. 9). Taken together, the

585

palaeoclimate records show evidence for rather stable and wet climatic conditions between AD 900

586

and AD 1100 (Uzuntarla Cave, Sofular Cave, Nar Gölü Lake) and likely a series of cold winters

587

between AD 1000 and AD 1100 (Kocain Cave and M2 north Aegean SSTs).

588
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Fig. 9. Proxy records from the medieval Byzantine lands. (a,b) textual evidence (warm/cold, dry/wet seasons, see Section
4.2.1, Telelis, 2008); (c) M2 SST, high resolution palaeoceanographic alkenone sea surface temperature (SST, °C)
reconstruction from the northern Aegean Sea (Gogou et al., this volume); (d) Aegean oak trees May-June precipitation
for NE Greece and NW Turkey (9-year filter, Griggs et al., 2007); (e) Uzuntarla Cave: effective moisture biased towards
winter and spring precipitation in Marmara region (Göktürk et al., 2011); (f) Kocain Cave: effective moisture related to
winter and spring precipitation in south-western Turkey (Göktürk et al., 2011); (g) Tecer Lake: aragonite precipitation,
precipitation / evaporation balance in south-eastern Turkey (Kuzucuoğlu et al., 2011); (h) Sofular Cave: effective
moisture in the Black Sea area (Göktürk et al., 2011); (i) Nar Gölü: water, precipitation / evaporation balance in southwestern Turkey (Jones et al., 2006).

598

4.3 The middle Byzantine climate simulated by climate models

599

4.3.1 Setup of climate model simulations

600

Three model simulations were selected for comparisons with textual and natural proxy-based

601

climatic evidence. i) Two experiments from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5

602

(CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012), starting in AD 850, namely the CCSM4 and MPI-ESM-P simulations.

603

Among the variety of CMIP5 simulations these experiments have the highest spatial horizontal

604

resolution. The simulations were carried out with changes in external forcing parameters (i.e.,

605

volcanic eruptions, solar variations, orbital, and anthropogenic changes in the composition of the

606

atmosphere and land use change; IPCC, 2013) following the Paleoclimate Model Intercomparison

607

Project Phase III (PMIP3) protocol (Schmidt et al., 2012). ii) The ECHO-G-MM5 regional simulation

608

encompasses the European realm with a 45 km grid spacing. Such spatial resolution allows the

609

investigation of climatic fluctuations on a regional scale, including changes in the hydrological cycle.

610

ECHO-G-MM5 is forced with a 2000-year long simulation with an earlier version of a comprehensive

611

GCM.

612

The external forcing parameters of the CCSM4 and MPI-ESM-P are related to transient changes in

613

orbital, solar, volcanic, greenhouse gas and land use forcing (see Schmidt et al., 2012 for a detailed

614

description). Both simulations used the solar irradiance reconstruction of Vieira et al. (2011). This

615

reconstruction presents a difference of 0.1% between present day and the Maunder Minimum (AD

616

1645-1715), a period that is well known for the scarcity of sunspots and thus less intense solar

617

radiative output (Maunder, 1922 and Eddy, 1976). Regarding the implementation of the volcanic

618

forcing, CCSM4 used the Gao et al. (2008) volcanic forcing data and MPI-ESM-P used the Crowley and
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619

Unterman (2013) volcanic reconstruction. Land use changes are prescribed after Pongratz et al.

620

(2008) for the time between AD 850 and AD 1850.

621

The CCSM4 model consists of an atmospheric component CAM4 with 26 vertical levels and a

622

horizontal resolution of 0.9° x 1.25° coupled with the ocean model POP with a variable horizontal

623

resolution of 1.1° increasing from 0.54° at 33° N/S towards 0.27° at the equator and 60 vertical levels.

624

The land model used is the CLM4. A comprehensive description of the simulation of the last

625

millennium can be found in Landrum et al. (2013) including a detailed description of the model setup.

626

For this model only one realisation is available, however, the advantage of the simulation is its

627

extraordinary high spatial resolution for a global Earth System Model, which corresponds to 80 km

628

longitude x 140 km latitude over the Mediterranean region.

629

The MPI-ESM-P model consists of the atmospheric model ECHAM6 with horizontal resolution

630

1.85°x1.85° that is approximately 160 km longitude x 200 km latitude over the Mediterranean region

631

and 47 levels. The model is coupled with the ocean model MPI-OM (bi-polar curvilinear grid: 1.5°

632

horizontal resolution with 40 levels). The vegetation model JSBACH is also used, to take into account

633

prescribed changes in land use. The model and experiment setup are discussed in greater detail in

634

Giorgetta et al. (2013). The MPI-ESM-P r1, r2 and r3 realisations are used in this review. These

635

realisations have different initial oceanic conditions in the year AD 850. The r2 and r3 realisations

636

were also carried out with slightly different versions of the volcanic data set and with a correction of

637

the ozone annual cycle (Jungclaus et al., 2014). For the majority of the results, the r1 simulation is

638

shown. The r2 and r3 realisations are mainly used to show differences that occur in the temporal

639

evolution of the climate due to the differences in the initial conditions of the model runs in year AD

640

850.

641

The ECHO-G-MM5 regional simulation extends back to 1 AD and it was forced by an earlier

642

simulation carried out with the comprehensive atmosphere-ocean general circulation model
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643

(AOGCM) ECHO-G. ECHO-G consists of the atmospheric model ECHAM4 (horizontal resolution T30:

644

3.75°x3.75° with 19 vertical levels) coupled with the ocean model HOPE-G (2.8° x 2.8° spatial

645

resolution including increased horizontal resolution over the tropics down to 0.5° at the equator and

646

20 vertical levels). ECHO-G-MM5 is flux adjusted to prevent climate drift (AOGCMs could drift into

647

some unrealistic climate state - spurious long-term changes in general circulation models that are

648

unrelated to either changes in external forcing or internal variability, Sen Gupta et al., 2013). The

649

implemented external forcings are restricted to orbital, solar and GHG forcing, because no volcanic

650

reconstruction was available prior to AD 850. Also the scaling of the solar constant is comparatively

651

high with 0.3% difference in solar activity between present day and the Maunder Minimum and thus

652

corresponds to scalings used in the late 1990s and early 2000s (Crowley, 2000). The more realistic

653

representation of the topography and the complexity of the coastline, which is important for the

654

eastern Mediterranean, clearly suggests the use of the ECHO-G MM5 for the area and enables the

655

investigation of changes at the regional scale. Furthermore, due to the increased horizontal and

656

vertical resolution, the processes related to the hydrological cycle, i.e. precipitation, evaporation and

657

near-surface humidity variability are represented more realistically compared to a coarser resolved

658

GCM. A more detailed description of the ECHO-G-MM5 model setup and the ECHO-G model setup

659

can be found in Gómez-Navarro et al. (2013) and Wagner et al. (2007), respectively.

660

The temporal focus is on the middle Byzantine period and somewhat afterwards (ca. AD 850–1300),

661

and the model results are presented with respect to the IPCC AR5 reference period AD 1500–1850.

662

The selected seasons of extended winter (October to March) and extended summer (April to

663

September) (see also Section 2) are used for the model data analysis. In addition to the full domain

664

(20°–35° E, 35°–45° N, Fig. 1), three sub-regions were also selected to study potential regional

665

differences within the Eastern Mediterranean area. These regions are: Northern Greece (40°–45° N,

666

20°–24° E), Southern Greece (36°–40° N, 20°–24° E), Aegean/Anatolia (36°–42° N, 26°–30° E) (Fig.1).
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667

The model simulations are used as the basis for the calculation of near-surface temperature,

668

precipitation and soil moisture temporal variability (Figs. 10-12) in the medieval eastern

669

Mediterranean. Spatially resolved fields (Figs. 15) are also provided in order to investigate potential

670

local changes or climate transitions between different regions.

671
672
673
674
675

Fig. 10: Extended winter (October – March) and extended summer (April – September) temperature anomalies for
different model simulations and different regions in the eastern Mediterranean during MCA. Upper panel: MPI-ESM-P;
Middle panel: CCSM4; Lower panel: ECHO-G-MM5. Anomalies (in °K) are calculated with respect to the reference period
AD 1500–1850 (i.e., deviations from the AD 1500–1850 seasonal mean).

676

4.3.2 Hypotheses on socio-politically unstable periods and climate model simulations

677

This section presents and analyses a few hypotheses on potential links between climatic and societal

678

changes that took place during specific periods in Byzantium. The analysis encompasses the entire

679

study area together with sub-regional findings (Figs. 1, 10-12), as well as comparisons with model

680

simulations presented in the sub-sections of 4.3.2. For precipitation, in particular, because of the

681

higher spatial variability of the hydrological changes (see also Section 4.1), the analysis focuses on

682

the three sub-regions (Northern Greece, Southern Greece and Aegean/Anatolia, Fig. 1).
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683

4.3.2.1

Temperature variability during the MCA over the Byzantine lands

684

Strong similarities are found between the decadal evolution of seasonal temperatures over the full

685

domain and the three sub-regions (Fig. 10). The period prior to AD 1200 reveals relatively stable

686

temperature levels except for the CCSM4 simulation, which shows higher temperature during the

687

twelfth century. The ECHO-G-MM5 simulation, which it should be noted that is not forced by

688

changes in volcanic activity (see also Section 4.3.1), shows in both seasons a slightly positive

689

temperature trend that lasts until the twelfth century and is subsequently followed by a long-term

690

decline in temperature (Fig. 10). This long-term cooling is most likely induced by changes in external

691

forcing and thus related to long-term changes in the solar activity. For the CCSM4 and MPI-ESM-P

692

realisations, there are common signals induced by large volcanic eruptions in the thirteenth century

693

(e.g., the great Samalas volcanic eruption in AD 1257, Lavigne et al., 2013, Sigl et al., 2015 and the

694

Quilotoa eruption in AD 1275, Mothes and Hall, 2008, Ledru et al., 2013, Sigl et al., 2015) that led to

695

negative April-September temperature anomalies. Despite their strength, the eruptions are not

696

reflected in the second and third ensemble of the MPI-ESM-P simulations (Fig. 13 upper panel),

697

which might partly be related to the slight differences in the experiment setup (Jungclaus et al.,

698

2014). In addition, temperature response to volcanic eruptions depends as well on inadequate

699

aerosol particles representation and uncertainties in eruption location and time of year (Timmreck et

700

al., 2009, Toohey et al., 2011, Anchukaitis et al., 2012, Stoffel et al., 2015). Disruption in ray exchange

701

due to volcanic activity is found to be overestimated in different climate models (Brohan et al., 2012,

702

Meehl et al., 2012, Landrum et al., 2013, Berdahl and Robock, 2013, Marotzke and Forster, 2015,

703

Stoffel et al., 2015) due to model difficulty in capturing dynamic responses in the stratosphere

704

(Shindell et al., 2003) and potential errors in ice core interpretation when generating volcanic

705

reconstructions (Schneider et al., 2009, Sigl et al., 2015). Following the above, the temperature

706

decline in the aftermath of largest tropical eruptions like the great Samalas (Sigl et al., 2015) do not

707

scale linearly with the amount of sulphate aerosols they eject ( cf. also discussion in Timmreck et al.,

708

2009, Crowley and Unterman, 2013, Stoffel et al., 2015). However, the volcanic outbreaks are also
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709

visible for the entire eastern Mediterranean region, as shown by the spatial average of the annual

710

mean surface temperature (Fig. 16) and are in agreement with the new proxy-based spatial

711

reconstruction of the European - Mediterranean summer temperature fields back to 755 BCE

712

(Euro_Med Consortium, 2015).

713
714
715

Fig. 11. As Fig. 10 but for extended winter (October – March) and extended summer (April – September) precipitation
anomalies (in mm/month).

716

4.3.2.2

717

For the Aegean/Anatolia sub-region (Fig. 1), only the MPI-ESM-P r1 simulation indicates elevated

718

levels of precipitation during the extended winter for the period AD 850-1000 (Fig. 11). The CCSM4

719

simulation shows constant precipitation levels in this period for both seasons. For the thirteenth

720

century, the ECHO-G-MM5 simulation shows an increase in October-March seasonal precipitation.

721

Interestingly, in this regional simulation the sub-regions vary quite coherently in contrast to the

722

GCMs. During summer, however, larger and more accentuated differences between northern Greece

723

and the other sub-regions occur for the first two centuries of the study period, most likely because of

724

the relatively higher mean rainfall during the warm season of the year (see also Fig. 7). It should be

A long-term trend towards wetter conditions in ca. AD 850-1000 in western Anatolia
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725

noted that higher precipitation totals are also connected with higher variability, especially over

726

regions characterised by complex terrain, such as Northern Greece (Fig. 7).

727

4.3.2.3

728

The beginning of the eleventh century is characterised by strong temporal precipitation variations for

729

Northern Greece in the MPI-ESM-P r1 simulation and throughout the year (Fig. 11). The CCSM4 r1

730

simulation also shows increased rainfall during the extended summer, whereas no clear-cut signal is

731

discernible during the cold and wet part of the year (Fig. 11). Interestingly, at the beginning of the

732

eleventh century, the two GCMs show a different behaviour of the soil moisture conditions (Fig. 12).

733

During summer, lower values are simulated in the CCSM4 r1, whereas the MPI-ESM-P simulation

734

shows the opposite situation with increased levels in soil moisture. The ECHO-G-MM5 simulation

735

shows rather stable soil moisture conditions, especially during the cold season. Due to the

736

persistence of soil moisture conditions compared to precipitation, similar characteristics are also

737

found for the respective winter half of the year in the different simulations for the full domain and

738

the sub-regions (Fig. 11).

Stable and relatively warm-wet conditions in northern Greece AD 1000-1100

739
740
741

Fig. 12: As Fig. 10 but for extended winter (October – March) and extended summer (April – September) soil moisture
anomalies (in kg/m2 and m3/m3 for the GCMs and ECHO-G-MM5, respectively).
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742

4.3.2.4

Interannual variability over the Byzantine lands

743

A suitable tool for addressing changes in the interannual variability, and in particular changes in the

744

amplitude of temperature change in different periods, is the estimation of the standard deviation of

745

climatic indices using shifting windows, the so-called running standard deviation. This approach is

746

applied only to the simulated temperature for the full domain, because of the high degree of

747

coherence among the different regions as can be seen in Figs. 10-12. The running standard deviations

748

for the temperatures of the MPI-ESM-P and CCSM4 simulations are presented in the lower part of

749

Fig. 13. One general outstanding feature relates to the changes in the mid-thirteenth century

750

connected with the strong volcanic activity of the period (Fig. 16). Due to the lower impact of this

751

volcanic event on the MPI-ESM-P r2 and r3 simulations (see temperature evolution of r2 and r3

752

displayed in Fig. 13, Jungclaus et al., 2014), the standard deviation change is moderate compared to

753

the other simulations. For the earlier periods, all simulations show quite stable conditions and no

754

general pattern can be identified in changes in the interannual variability over all simulations.

755
756
757
758

Fig. 13: Extended winter and extended summer temperature anomalies with respect to the AD 1500–1850 reference
period (upper panel) and temperature running standard deviations (23-yr, lower panel) over the medieval Byzantine
lands for the MPI-ESM-P and the CCSM4 simulations.

759

4.3.2.5

760

Periods of political or economic instability in the Byzantine empire are investigated here in greater

761

detail. These periods are i) AD 920-930, the period of a great famine, reflected in documented

762

remissions of taxation and increasing structural changes in the rural society - in particular increased

Periods of political or economic instability
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763

peasant dependency on middling and larger-scale estate-owners, with a consequent alienation of

764

fiscal resources from the central government to the advantage of élite landlords (Kaplan, 1992, pp.

765

461–462; Morris 1976), ii) AD 1025-1100, years characterised by frequent controversies over the

766

imperial throne, and the loss of Anatolia to the Turks by the end of that century (Cheynet, 1998,

767

Angold, 2008), and iii) AD 1175-1200, a period of political crisis that weakened the empire in the

768

years leading up to the Fourth Crusade and the fall of Constantinople in AD 1204 (Magdalino, 2008).

769

The outputs of the climate simulations for these periods were used, including also the years that

770

preceded the respective periods. In a first step, the mean differences are calculated between the

771

selected periods and the AD 1500–1850 seasonal mean (Fig. 14). Due to the higher spatial variability

772

of precipitation (Figs. 6 and 7) the sub-region Aegean/Anatolia is presented, whereas for

773

temperature the full domain is shown.

774
775
776
777
778

Fig. 14: Temperature and precipitation differences with respect to the 1500–1850 reference period for the three
politically / economically instable periods (AD 920-930, AD 1025-1100 and AD 1175-1200) in Byzantium. Temperature
differences correspond to the full domain and precipitation differences to the Aegean/Anatolia sub-region. Lighter
colours represent the preceding five years to the respective periods.
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779

For AD 920-930 and AD 1025-1100 temperatures show warmer conditions compared to AD 1500–

780

1850, although the amplitude varies among the simulations. Warmer temperatures during the

781

extended winter season also characterise most of the preceding five-year periods. Higher

782

temperatures characterise all periods during the extended summer season and the preceding five-

783

year periods, which agree with the spatial proxy reconstruction by Euro_Med Consortium (2015). It

784

should be noted that the reference period AD 1500–1850 that coincides with the Little Ice Age (AD

785

1450–1850, Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013), is a cooler period compared to the twentieth century

786

(Fig. 5.8f and Fig. 5.9g-i for the second part of the twentieth century in Masson-Delmotte et al.,

787

2013).

788

With respect to precipitation conditions, changes are small and heterogeneous in the different

789

periods and between the models. Due to the complexity of the hydrological cycle, climate models

790

cannot simulate correctly changes during decades in the regional scale, in addition to moderate

791

changes in external forcing (compared to changes between glacial and interglacial periods).

792

Moreover, also other subtropical and Mediterranean climate regions in the world (south-western

793

North America) show no clear-cut relationships between changes in the hydrological cycle and

794

changes in external forcing during the last millennium pointing to the high amount internally

795

dominated variability within the hydrological cycle (cf. Coats et al., 2015).

796

In order to investigate the spatial co-variability within the different periods, the same analyses were

797

carried out for the spatially resolved fields. As an example, the MPI-ESM-P r1 simulation is presented

798

here (Fig. 15). The slightly increased temperature levels of the Byzantine periods compared to the

799

pre-industrial reference period AD 1500–1850 (Fig. 14) is also reflected in the temperature fields (Fig.

800

15). The dependence of the amplitude of the temperature anomaly on the land-sea distribution

801

mainly towards the Mediterranean Sea is evident in some of the patterns. For instance, during the

802

extended summers of the years AD 920–930, stronger temperature anomalies characterise the land
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803

areas as compared to the moderate anomalies over the Aegean and Black Seas (compare also with

804

Fig. 7).

805

The precipitation patterns are more heterogeneous (Fig. 15) as the processes involved in the

806

generation of rainfall are more complex and spatially more variable compared to temperature,

807

especially over complex terrain (see also Section 4.1). This is visible for example for the summers AD

808

1175–1200 that are found to be wetter than the mean conditions of the period AD 1500–1850

809

(positive precipitation anomaly) over the Aegean and eastern Greece, whereas the southern rim of

810

the domain indicates similar or drier conditions as for the reference period. During the extended

811

winter season, which is characterised by slightly higher mean precipitation (see also Fig. 6), the

812

regional differences in precipitation are in cases even larger (Fig. 15). From a hydrological point of

813

view the different periods show no clear-cut synchronous pattern of increased or decreased

814

precipitation over the eastern Mediterranean. In contrast, temperatures during the periods of

815

interest show in general warmer conditions compared to the reference period, representing in large

816

parts the period of the Little Ice Age (Fig. 15).
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817
818
819
820

Fig. 15: MPI-ESM-P r1 simulation spatially resolved differences of seasonal temperature (°C) and precipitation
(mm/month) with respect to the AD 1500–1850 reference period for the periods (a) AD 920–930, (b) AD 1025–1100 and
(c) AD 1175–1200 in Byzantium.

821

Although the periods selected in the models do not reflect the real climate evolution – and due to

822

the absence of changes in the external forcings a common signal would be a coincidence – the model

823

simulations show a considerable amount of spatial variability, especially for the hydrological changes.

824
825
826
827

Fig. 16: Annual 2-m temperature interannual evolution for the CCSM4 and MPI-ESM-P simulations over the medieval
Byzantine lands. Annual temperature anomalies are calculated with respect to the AD 1000–1850 reference period.
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829

5 Discussion: climatic changes and societal
change in Byzantium (ca. AD 850-1300)

830

Any analysis of socio-economic and political change and transformation for any period of history

831

requires a holistic approach that includes environmental factors, documentary evidence, and the

832

broader geo-political context. In the case of the medieval Byzantine state, it should be clear at the

833

outset that a short study such as this can only collate the key materials and suggest ways forward.

834

We have quite deliberately, therefore, excluded clearly significant factors such as changing

835

environmental situations among the neighbours of the empire, in particular the steppe peoples such

836

as the Pechenegs and Turks, but also in Italy, a major trading partner of the Byzantine empire

837

throughout the period AD 850-1300. Climatic shifts in the empire’s commercial partners could impact

838

on market demand as well as production, and thus on socio-economic relations within the empire

839

itself (as, for example, in determining estate owners’ choices to invest in sericulture, oleoculture or

840

viticulture, major sources of market-derived income). Until the twelfth century Italian cities were

841

major importers of Byzantine grain, for example, so shifts at either end of this relationship could

842

impact negatively as well as positively at the other end. These issues are central to future, more

843

detailed research into the causal associations between climate, environment and society in the

844

Byzantine world, and that what we present here is intended to illustrate both the possibilities as well

845

as the methodologies that can be employed.

846

The middle Byzantine period (ca. AD 800-ca. AD 1200) generated a considerable body of evidence for

847

the study of climate and society. Natural proxy archives and textual records on past climate, as well

848

as historical, palaeoenvironmental and archaeological data together generate a substantial body of

849

information on specific climate events, variations in weather and climate, societal changes, as well as

850

economic and political fluctuations (Sections 2-4). In particular, the evidence that concerns societal

851

processes is largely multi-factorial in character, while reactions to climate and its variability in respect

852

of both human activities as well as the reactions to climate variability on the part of different sectors

828
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853

of society, both as reported by contemporaries as well as revealed by, for example, archaeological

854

data, have a different spatial and temporal resolution (local, daily to annual) compared with the

855

palaeoclimate records (local to regional, seasonal to multidecadal). Moreover, most of the data

856

relevant to Byzantine society do not build continuous time series. These different types of data,

857

however, can now be complemented by palaeoclimate models, which determine climate system

858

changes through given boundary conditions and changes caused through forcings. Such models help

859

thus to identify the underlying mechanisms of observed climatic variations, and – to the extent that

860

signal and noise can be distinguished – make it possible to separate the externally-forced climate

861

signal from internal variability.

862

In the following sections, those periods and areas that have proved to be most interesting in terms of

863

potential linkages between climatic changes and socio-economic processes are discussed in

864

chronological order.

865

AD 850-1050, Anatolia

866

In the ninth century, the expansion of agriculture (Fig. 5) and the increase in monetary circulation

867

(Fig. 2) signalled the economic recovery of Byzantine Anatolia, which culminated during the eleventh

868

century. As indicated by the three archives of Nar Gölü (Cappadocia), Sofular (Paphlagonia) and

869

Uzuntarla (Thrace) Caves (Figs. 1 and 9) and also the lower temporally resolved record of Tecer Lake

870

(Cappadocia), a marked shift from drier to wetter conditions seems to have occurred at the

871

beginning of this period. This is in agreement with the CMIP5/PMIP3 models that denote wetter

872

conditions for the Aegean/Anatolia at the same time (Fig. 11). The widespread abundance of rainfall

873

must have resulted in more favourable conditions for agriculture in Anatolia in the ninth and tenth

874

century. However, given the close relationship between political stability in Anatolia and agricultural

875

expansion (Figs. 2, 5) (Izdebski et al., 2015), the climatic conditions cannot be considered as the sole

876

causal factor in respect of economic prosperity, even if they certainly contributed substantially to
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877

these processes. It seems far more likely that such a change in the region during the eleventh century

878

should be attributed to human factors rather than fluctuations in climate.

879

AD 900-1200, southern Greece

880

Later than in Anatolia and at a slower pace, southern Greece (see also Fig. 1) experienced an

881

expansion of agriculture (Fig. 5), reaching a climax after ca. AD 1150, followed by continuing

882

settlement growth beyond the twelfth century (Fig. 3). The beginning of this period coincides with

883

the economic recovery after the early medieval crisis and the later eighth century, which is

884

particularly apparent in the increase in monetary circulation from the middle of the ninth century

885

(Fig. 2). It should be noted that the later recovery in southern Greece, in comparison with that in

886

Anatolia (Fig. 5), is probably related to its re-integration into the Byzantine empire in the ninth

887

century, following which there took place a gradual political stabilisation (Table I). The climatic

888

conditions in southern Greece in the period ca. AD 900-1100 can be characterised as relatively wet,

889

as indicated by the stable high effective humidity levels at Uzuntarla Cave and other independent

890

palaeoclimate evidence (Fig. 9). Climate simulations (Fig. 11), as shown, are partly in agreement with

891

this palaeoclimatic picture.

892

The decade from around AD 920-930 represents an unusual period in terms of socio-economic

893

instability and the available documentary record of severe famines (Kaplan, 1992, pp. 461-462) is

894

quite clear, and these shifts had significant implications for the state’s fiscal system, for military

895

recruitment and for the relationship between the government and the power élite at Constantinople

896

and the increasingly independent provincial élites (Morris 1976; Frankopan 2009; Haldon 2009). This

897

period was characterised by stronger snow accumulation as reconstructed from the Kocain Cave

898

record (Fig. 9), and an increased frequency of cold winters in the Byzantine lands that show winter

899

temperature conditions very close to the levels of the Little Ice Age (Fig. 15). Such conditions could

900

be linked to the short-term subsistence crises reported by the historical sources for the AD 920s.
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901

From the economic point of view, the twelfth century seems to have been the most prosperous

902

period for southern Greece, with high agricultural productivity, significant monetary exchange, and

903

demographic expansion. This is the period during which the Byzantine empire, having made a

904

significant recovery after the problems that had arisen in the second half of the eleventh century,

905

was relatively strong in terms of political/military power (Table I). But it is also a period characterised

906

by generally drier conditions (Uzuntarla Cave, Sofular Cave, Nar Gölü, Fig. 9) and high SSTs (M2,

907

Gogou et al., this volume), as well as strong May-June precipitation variability, and a clear downward

908

rainfall trend, as can be seen by the Aegean oak tree-rings reconstruction (Fig. 9). A tendency

909

towards extended winter dryness is also shown by the CMIP5 models (Fig. 11), especially for the

910

period AD 1175-1200 (Fig. 15). Byzantine society in southern Greece during the twelfth century

911

seems, in consequence, to be relatively resilient in a context of less favourable climatic conditions.

912

AD 900-1100, northern Greece and the Balkans

913

In the tenth century, monetary circulation (Fig. 2) and cereal cultivation gradually expanded in both

914

Bulgaria and northern Greece (Figs. 5). The relatively stable and also high SSTs from M2 together

915

with the high humidity levels of the Uzuntarla Cave (Fig. 9) suggest that higher temperatures and

916

more abundant precipitation facilitated the northward expansion of the Byzantine agricultural-

917

economic pattern. However, the end of the eleventh century is marked by a drop in temperature and

918

precipitation, as indicated by the north Aegean marine core M2, and Uzuntarla Cave (Thrace).

919

Around AD 1100, a significant decrease in monetary circulation in Bulgaria (Fig. 2) seems decoupled

920

from agricultural development, which continued without interruption (Fig. 5). The reasons for this

921

are probably to be located in the differential impact of Pecheneg incursions from central Asia at this

922

period, which may well have disrupted markets and monetised exchange activity without impacting

923

in an obvious way on peasant production. The pollen data reflect a wider regional development, in

924

contrast to the indicators for monetary exchange, which in this instance seem to reflect

925

developments north of the Haemus range, thus areas most exposed to economic disruption

926

(Frankopan, 1997; Stephenson, 1999). The models indicate a general reduction of rainfall in northern
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927

Greece and a drop towards the end of the eleventh century to the levels of the Little Ice Age in two

928

of the simulations (Fig. 11), while the warm season is characterised by a tendency towards drier

929

conditions. It should be noted that the twelfth century is characterised by generally dry conditions

930

and this is evident in the palaeoclimate records of Nar Gölü, Uzuntarla Cave and Sofular Cave (Fig. 9).

931

AD 1100-1200, Anatolia

932

Following the Turkish conquest and occupation of the Anatolian plateau (Table I) and for almost the

933

entire twelfth century, palaeoclimate records (Nar Gölü, Uzuntarla Cave and Sofular Cave) in the

934

eastern Mediterranean point to drier conditions almost everywhere across the Byzantine empire

935

(Fig. 9). An important decline in agricultural production seems to have occurred in Anatolia already

936

prior to AD 1100. The invasion of the Seljuks and the migration of the Turkoman nomads into central

937

Anatolia after AD 1071 appear to have caused a serious retrenchment in the established economic

938

system, while at the same time as these events were taking place, the region also had to cope with

939

lower rainfall. Interestingly, whereas there is a clear decline in cereal cultivation over much of

940

Anatolia (Fig. 5), the annually-resolved Nar Gölü pollen data show only small-scale and short-term

941

fluctuations in cereal and pasturing-related pollen (England et al., 2008). This could suggest that the

942

impact of both climate as well as human activity (such as raiding warfare, for example) depended on

943

local environmental conditions, agricultural practices (cf. Crumley, 1994) and the nature of local

944

social organization. Finally, the Seljuk expansion into the Middle East may have been encouraged by

945

particularly cool climatic conditions over central Asia in the early eleventh century. Bulliet (2009)

946

showed that cooling had a more dramatic impact on nomadic Seljuk society than on neighbouring

947

sedentary cultures, since Seljuk camels were temperature-sensitive, and cooling forced a migration

948

from the northern to the southern fringes of the Karakum desert. But there has as yet been no clear

949

demonstration that climate was instrumental in the Seljuk invasion of Anatolia (cf. Ellenblum, 2012,

950

and its reviews by Frankopan, 2013, and Burke, 2013) and more research is required in this direction.
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951

These unstable and rather dry conditions, especially during the second half of the twelfth century

952

prevailed also in Greece and Macedonia, where economic growth continued throughout the whole

953

century (Figs. 2-5). The contrast between the Anatolian and Greek parts of the Byzantine socio-

954

economic system suggests that it was generally resilient to medium-scale climate fluctuations, as

955

well as to increased interannual variability, except where there also occurred significant political

956

problems. In other words, since Byzantine Greece and Macedonia did not directly suffer from the

957

Seljuk invasion of Anatolia, the agrarian economies of these regions of the Byzantine Empire coped

958

quite well with the climatic stress of the twelfth century.

959

AD 1175/1180-1200, Byzantine lands

960

The period of AD 1175/1180-1200, preceding the fall of Constantinople in AD 1204 and the partial

961

collapse of the Byzantine state, was one during which the empire experienced considerable internal

962

instability (Magdalino, 2008). In addition, a major rebellion in the central Balkans led to the creation

963

of the so-called Second Bulgarian empire (Ritter, 2013). The question arises as to whether there was

964

indeed a climatic dimension to these historical developments that could have limited the resources

965

available to the Byzantine imperial government and increased social tensions.

966

In fact, the empire did experience “unusual” climatic conditions during precisely these years. Dry

967

conditions are indicated by all palaeoproxy records, on both sides of the Aegean Sea (Fig. 9 and Cook

968

et al., 2015a). Palaeomodels and the Euro_Med Consortium (2015) summer temperature

969

reconstruction also show clearly the prevalence of colder summers across virtually all three decades

970

that preceded the fall of Constantinople in AD 1204 (Table I). More specifically, the tree-ring based

971

May-June rainfall reconstructions and information from the Uzuntarla and Sofular Caves (Fig. 9) point

972

to drier conditions over the greater North Aegean area. Additionally, data from Kocain Cave show a

973

higher frequency of cold and likely drier winters. Finally, Nar Gölü (Fig. 9) indicates rainier summers

974

for the last decades of the twelfth century.
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975

Fig. 17 presents the average proportion of olive pollen for the highlands of Macedonia. A period of

976

growth in the values of olive pollen in this part of Macedonia occurred during the ninth and tenth

977

century. Given that wind can transport olive pollen over longer distances (Bottema and Woldring,

978

1990), this trend must reflect a general increase in the presence of olive trees (hence, expanding

979

olive cultivation) over a larger area in the north of Greece. This growing trend is no longer visible in

980

the eleventh century, and towards the end of the twelfth century the average olive pollen values

981

started to decline rapidly. These changes in the regional olive pollen record from the northern

982

Aegean show interesting correlations with two climate proxies. First, the northern Aegean SSTs

983

reconstruction shows a declining trend after AD 1000 (Fig. 9), potentially indicating that

984

temperatures were becoming cooler over this part of Greece, which would limit the natural potential

985

for olive cultivation in this area. Moreover, the dendro-based reconstructions of May-June

986

precipitation for the northern Aegean also show a declining trend, this time dated to the twelfth

987

century (Fig. 9). As the late spring rains are crucial for olive harvests, this factor might have

988

additionally worked against olive cultivation in Macedonia and northern Greece in general. In

989

addition, since – as already indicated – the AD 1180s and AD 1190s were a period of relative political

990

instability, with warfare in the Balkans and internal political tensions and conflict in and around the

991

capital at Constantinople that affected the trade and market for olive oil. In contrast, there appears

992

to be no indication of longer-term decline in cereals (Fig. 5), although of course this does not exclude

993

some short-term fluctuations in grain harvests, fluctuations that would not, of course, be reflected in

994

the pollen data. Whereas it is quite probable that the harvests in the years AD 1180-1200 were in

995

general lower as a result of adverse climatic conditions, there is more certainty with respect to the

996

poor olive harvests thanks to the observed longer-term decrease in olive pollen in Macedonia. All

997

these factors likely amplified any instability within the Byzantine socio-political system during the last

998

part of the twelfth century, even though positive demographic trends generally remained unaffected

999

(Figs. 4 and 5). Interestingly, the relatively stable May-June precipitation patterns after AD 1230 (Fig.
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1000

9) do not seem to have helped to reverse the overall declining trend in olive cultivation in northern

1001

Greece (Fig. 17).
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Fig. 17: Average proportion of olive pollen in the highlands of Macedonia (adapted from Izdebski et al., 2015).

1004

AD 1200-1300, Anatolia

1005

All three model simulations show a significant reduction in winter temperatures around the middle

1006

of the thirteenth century related to the great Samalas volcanic eruption (Fig. 16, Sigl et al., 2015,

1007

Stoffel et al., 2015) and other tropical volcanic eruptions of that period. Severe winters can damage

1008

both vineyards and olive cultivation, since as noted already both of these plants are sensitive to

1009

prolonged frost and very low temperatures during winter. Unfortunately, there are no data on olive

1010

or vine cultivation or the trade in wine or olive oil during the thirteenth century to help trace the

1011

immediate impact of these severe winters on the regional economy. However, it is interesting to

1012

observe that the period of severe winters temporally coincides with the final collapse of Byzantine

1013

political control over the valleys of western Anatolia (Thonemann, 2011, pp. 270-278; cf. Fei et al.,

1014

2007, for another case of the impact of a volcanic eruption on medieval political history). At that

1015

time, these valleys were inhabited by settled agriculturalists whose identity was mostly Byzantine,

1016

and nomad pastoralists, who were predominantly Turkoman. In the course of the second half of the

1017

thirteenth century, the Byzantine authorities from Nicaea and then Constantinople gradually lost
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1018

military and political control over these complex local communities, as they were absorbed into the

1019

Turkoman beyliks of western Anatolia (Laiou, 1972, pp. 21-30). Possibly that section of the

1020

population whose economic activities were centred on cereal, vine, vegetable and olive cultivation,

1021

was weakened by the severe winters, conditions that may have been less damaging for the

1022

Turkoman pastoralists. The economic impact of such severe winters would consequently reduce the

1023

tax resources available to the local Byzantine authorities, while the imperial government from Nicaea

1024

was too busy with the recovery of the control of Constantinople to deal with local problems in

1025

western Anatolia (Table I).

1026

For the sixty years after the fall of Constantinople (Table I), eastern Bulgaria shows a positive trend in

1027

monetary exchange (Fig. 2) and forms in the thirteenth century the core of the new, flourishing

1028

Bulgarian empire (Ducellier, 2008). The contraction of monetary circulation is thus observable on

1029

sites associated with the Byzantine economic system that started to break down after the fall of

1030

Constantinople in AD 1204, and consequent upon the political and economic fragmentation that

1031

followed (Laiou and Morrisson, 2007).

1032

Climate models

1033

Although the increased spatial resolution of the climate models used in this review, a detailed view

1034

of the evolution of the climate in the eastern Mediterranean cannot yet be achieved. Smaller-scale

1035

factors, such as complex coastlines and orography and short timescale sea–land interactions, as well

1036

as major processes, such as the connection between the Mediterranean Sea and the North Atlantic,

1037

still cannot be realistically represented.

1038

The CMIP5/PMIP3 simulations revealed a high degree of internally generated variability. None of the

1039

formulated hypotheses can be falsified concerning i) exact timing and ii) the extent and spatial

1040

representation of the model-based results in comparison with the empirical evidence, i.e., natural

1041

proxy archives and historical or archaeological evidence. This does not disqualify the ability of both
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1042

approaches to take into account some general considerations. Inferences about the true climatic

1043

evolution can only be derived from the empirical evidence. Climate models may only represent

1044

several possible evolutions of climate under certain configurations in the external background. For

1045

instance, the CMIP5/PMIP3 model simulations are carried out with the same protocol using changes

1046

in Earth’s orbital parameters, solar output and volcanic activity but they all show different evolution

1047

on the decadal-to-multi decadal time scale.

1048

6 Conclusions

1049

This analysis of the complex interactions between medieval climate, environment and human activity

1050

in Byzantium combined paleaeoclimate records and simulations with textual and archaeological

1051

evidences. However, establishing firm links between climate change and human activity remains

1052

challenging due to the complexity and heterogeneity of available climatic and societal data.

1053

The comparative use of palaeomodels in combination with palaeoclimate information and societal

1054

evidence significantly contributes to a better understanding of both the drivers behind the climate

1055

system as well as those behind the coupled climate-society system. In this way, we can clarify the

1056

links between climate variability and societal impacts and thus study the human capabilities in

1057

adjusting to a changing environment.

1058

Changes in solar and volcanic activity probably influence climate on annual to decadal time scales.

1059

However, during the middle Byzantine period, no prolonged changes in either solar or volcanic

1060

activity are evident. It seems most likely, therefore, that changes seen in the model simulations are

1061

induced by the internal variability generated by the interactive coupling between the different

1062

climatic components.

1063

For Byzantium, the ninth and tenth centuries were marked by an agricultural and demographic

1064

expansion that was favoured by abundant rainfall and a mild climate. During the following century,
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1065

while such favourable conditions continued, parts of the empire also experienced external political

1066

pressures, such as the movement of Turkoman groups under Seljuk hegemony into Anatolia, which

1067

coincided with the end of the agricultural expansion in that region.

1068

The twelfth century saw the climax of the medieval Byzantine empire, with substantial agricultural

1069

productivity, intensive monetary exchange, demographic growth, and its pre-eminent international

1070

political situation. This period also saw a shift towards warmer temperatures, high precipitation

1071

variability and drier winter conditions. However, these adverse climatic conditions did not affect the

1072

Byzantine socio-economic system, which reached its maximum development at precisely this point.

1073

Across this period, at least, Byzantine society was resilient in the face of the impacts of climate

1074

variability. In contrast, towards the end of the same century (around AD 1175-1200), a period of

1075

unusual climatic conditions set in, with heightened winter aridity and summer cooling, coinciding

1076

with the years of internal political and economic disruption that preceded the Latin occupation of

1077

Constantinople (AD 1204). The possibility, indeed probability, that such shifts in climatic conditions

1078

contributed to the instability of the Byzantine socio-political system at this time cannot be excluded,

1079

shifts that may have induced heightened factional competition over resources as well as other forms

1080

of conflict, all of which facilitated the success of the Fourth Crusade.

1081

In the middle of the thirteenth century, cooler and more arid conditions are visible in the lake

1082

palaeoclimate records and the models capture well a significant decline in temperature connected

1083

with the volcanic eruption of Samalas around AD 1257. The potential impact of such short-term

1084

climatic variation may have been strong for an agrarian society such as the Byzantine, the resource-

1085

base of which might have been weakened through the strong cooling. Interestingly, the event

1086

coincides well with the final collapse of Byzantine political control over western Anatolia.

1087

To conclude, we would suggest that climate was a significant contributory factor in the socio-

1088

economic changes that took place in Byzantium during the MCA, but that it was not the sole factor.
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1089

Rather, the impact of climate change amplified or exacerbated a range of inter-related pressures that

1090

placed stress on various key elements of Byzantine society and economy. These included external

1091

forces such as the social dislocation and economic disruption generated by the Turkic raids and

1092

subsequent occupation of much of Anatolia from the AD 1050s on; the Pecheneg raids and

1093

dislocation in the Balkans from the AD 1070s; and the conflicts with Venice and other western

1094

powers that led up to the fall of Constantinople to the Latins in AD 1204. But they also included pre-

1095

existing and systemic internal socio-economic tensions between the state, various factional elements

1096

of the ruling élite, and the tax-paying rural populations of the provinces. The inter-relationship

1097

between these varying factors reinforces the conclusion that a comprehensive answer to the

1098

question of Byzantine social, economic and cultural resilience in the face of both climate change as

1099

well as other systemic or conjunctural pressures requires more detailed research into the underlying

1100

mechanisms and the exact nature of the causal relationships between human and natural

1101

environmental factors.
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